Meeting Minutes

GDC SKN Meeting Minutes
April 6, 2017, 5:30 p.m.  
at Winston’s Pub

In Attendance: Allan, Josh, Marina, Ryan, Cheryl, Craig

5:30 - Call to Order

1. AGM
   - We’re looking to have 2 voting members

2. Design Week
   - Happening Sept 23-29

3. Elevators
   - Sponsor Sheet is done
   - spaces confirmed
   - tentative schedule is up
   - Bravo Tango will sponsor
   - need to solicit colouring pages
   - the website is near launch
   - we’ll try to get ads in the Planet S and Prairie Dog
   - need to establish judging criteria
   - Allan will contact Star Phoenix
   - Marina to begin social media promotions
   - trophies are pending